As at most Sailing Clubs, at Glossop we accommodate a wide
range of dinghy types from super-fast, state of the art ‘flying
machines’ to traditional ‘classics’....

How can these boats race ‘fairly’ against each other?

Well it turns out that a ‘Handicap’ system has been developed
(and refined) by the RYA for over 60 years.
The concept is very simple, each type of dinghy (dinghy class) is
assigned a handicap number, often referred to as a ‘Portsmouth
Yardstick’ or ‘PY’ number
International Moth, PY = 600

Mirror, PY = 1385

In a typical ‘Handicap’ race, numerous dinghy types will race
against each other and all start at the same time. The race
officer will record the time taken for each of the boats to
complete the course (usually referred to as the ‘Elapsed time’). A
simple calculation is then performed using the ‘Elapsed Time’
and the ‘PY’ to produce a ‘Corrected Time’

Corrected Time (in seconds) =

Elapsed Time (in seconds)
Portsmouth Yardstick

x 1000

Corrected Time (in seconds) =
Example

Elapsed Time (in seconds)
Portsmouth Yardstick

x 1000

A Mirror dinghy and an International Moth have a race, they each complete 3 laps of
the same course, the Moth finishes in 45 minutes and the helm is showered and
halfway home when the Mirror finishes almost 1 hour later – but which boat won???
International Moth, PY = 600
Completes race in 45 minutes (Elapsed Time)
Elapsed Time = 45 x 60 = 2700 seconds
Corrected Time = (2700 / 600) x 1000 = 4500 seconds

Mirror, PY = 1385

Completes race in 103 minutes (Elapsed Time)
Elapsed Time = 103 x 60 = 6180 seconds
Corrected Time = (6180 / 1385) x 1000 = 4462 seconds
The Mirror WON!... with 38 seconds to spare 

All of Glossop’s Race results are posted on the webpages under
the http://gdsc.org/?q=content/members-pages , Diary pages
For each of the
major race series
we run, we use the
RYA recommended
‘PY’ for each of the
dinghy classes that
race

Notice that the race results show the ‘PY’ & ‘Elapsed time’ recorded. A ‘Corrected Time’ is then
calculated and the race finishing position for each competitor is determined based on Corrected
Times. In the example above, even though Roger & Steve were the first boat over the finishing line
in their Javelin, Dom managed to beat them in his Laser after the corrected time calculation.... (Nice
one Dom! )

The results of all of the races within a series are published. Only
half of the races sailed in the series count, meaning that if the
series consists of 20 races, each helm will count only their best
10 results – the remainder of their results are discarded. The
‘Discards’ appear in (brackets) in the results table :-

Notes :
• Finishing first in a race earns the helm 1 point, finishing second earns the helm 2 points etc...
• For performing a ‘Duty’ (Race Officer, Assistant Race Officer, Safety or Galley) results in the helm
being awarded ‘Average’ points for all of the races he/she sails in the series

So is the Portsmouth Handicap System perfect ?.....
•Short answer is ‘No’
•The PY’s are issued by the RYA each year after they collate and analyse all of the race
results submitted by affiliated Sailing Clubs.
•Arguably the biggest issue with the PY system is that it fails to take into account the
sailors experience & ability. For example, in theory a novice sailor having just completed
a Level 1 dinghy course could race against an Olympic Squad sailor (both in identical
Laser Dinghies) and would be given no allowance for his/her inexperience
•Many other factors play a part too , the size of water being raced on, the course, the
wind strength, the crew weight, the age of the boat, the condition of the sails etc.....

What about a ‘Personal’ PY number – which does take into
account the sailors experience/competance ?
We are currently experimenting with a ‘Personal’ PY calculation method. The approach
used is :1. Calculate the race results as usual using the RYA dinghy class PY’s to determine the
race winner
2. Based on the race winners ‘Corrected’ time, work backwards to calculate the PY that
each of the competitors would have needed to have the same ‘Corrected’ time as
the race winner – this is then the competitors ‘Personal’ PY for that specific race
3. The ‘Personal’ PY’s for each competitor can then be averaged across a complete race
series to provide a (hopefully) sensible ‘Personal’ PY which can be used in the
following race series

Example : After performing the ‘Personal’ PY ratings calculations
based on races run in this years ‘Spring Series’
For example, Phil
Hewitt sails a
Supernova which
has an PYA PY of
1070 – the
‘Personal’
handicap
calculation based
on the Spring
Series for Phil is
1147

• If you raced in the ‘Spring’ 2013 Series, the Personal Handicaps
are already available & posted on the notice board in the
Clubhouse
• If you would like a Personal Handicap to be calculated we
need you to enter some races so that we have some baseline
data to work from
• It is the intention to produce race results based on BOTH the
‘Standard, RYA’ PY values and the ‘Personal’ PY values (ie 2
separate league tables)– offering the less experienced sailors a
very real opportunity to ‘win’ a series

